Is Trump backing conspiracy ‘nuts’?

Talking Points
1. The FBI called QAnon a terrorist threat, but President Trump said followers “love our country”? What is QAnon?
2. Why would people believe there is secret conspiracy of satanic liberal politicians who kidnap children, hide them in tunnels and drink their blood?
3. Some QAnon believers have engaged in violence, and critics call them “nuts.” Do you agree?
4. Trump said “I appreciate” the support of QAnon followers. Are politicians unwilling to criticize anyone who might vote for them? Any examples?

Between the lines
“Why in the world would the President not kick Q’anon supporters’ butts? Nut jobs, racists, haters have no place in either Party.” - Jeb Bush, former Republican governor of Florida

Additional resources
- More by J.D. Crowe
  https://www.editorialcartoonists.com/cartoonists/crowej/cartoons/
- More by Marc Murphy
  https://www.editorialcartoonists.com/cartoonists/murphm-2/cartoons/
- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/